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second. point.'. It is the meaning of. the phrase which is used in. this verse

in Genesis 2:7 where God created. man, He took of the dust of the earth and

He breathed into it the breath of life and. man became a

Man became a " ". Now what did. man become when God breathed that

into him? That particular phrase simply on the basis of the English Bible,

simply on the basis of the translation made by the translators of three hundred

years ago might be thought of as possibly fitting in to an evolutionary theory.

That is to say there was before that an animal and into this animal. God breathed
n't

the breath of life. Well did/the animal have life before?. Well, leaving that

aside for the moment, God. breathed something into this animal and. the animal.

became a living soul, not just a part of the brute creation, not simply an

animal. that wãiks around on the earth and follow its instincts and lives it

life and. dies and that's the end, but there was a living soul there. God

took a living soul and. put it into an animal and. you have a man. That inter

pretation is not impossible on the basis of the ring iames version but it is

impossible on the basis of the original Scripture. I assigned to you for our

assignment last week one day three sections to the assignment so that all of
had.

those who/had sufficient Hebrew to do this partlonlar section could do it while

those who hadn't had. enough had. another section. This particular assignment

which could be done with Young's concordance by one who knew no Hebrew but

would be rather slow to do with Young's concordance but which can be done

very rapidly with a Hebrew concordance by anyone who knows even a small amount

of Hebrew, but to see what word is translated "soul" in Genesis 2:7--man

became a living soul, and then to see how that word "soul" or that phrase.

"living soul" was used in the first eight chapters of Genesis. How many of

you did that part of the assignment? Would you. raise your hands? Now those

of you who have done this, how many times tid you find that in. the last half

of those eight chapters, Chapters 5-8? (Student) How many times? Where

is that one?(Stud.ent) Perhaps the concordance which I used. is inaccurate,

but it didn't show any between Chapters 5 and 8. How many did. you find in
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